Numerous studies of the impact of accessory proteins upon the fidelity of DNA synthesis have provided a complex and sometimes discordant picture. We previously described such an analysis conducted in vitro using various bacteriophage RB69 gp43 mutator DNA polymerases with or without the accessory proteins gp32 (which binds single-stranded DNA) plus gp45/44/62 (processivity clamp and its loaders). Mutations were scored at many sites in the lacZ␣ mutation reporter sequence. Unexpectedly, the accessory proteins sometimes decreased and sometimes increased fidelity at a handful of specific sites. Here, we enlarge our analysis with one particular mutator polymerase compromised in both insertion accuracy and proofreading and also extend the analysis to reactions supplemented only with gp32 or only with gp45/44/62. An overall 1.56-fold increase in mutation frequencies was produced by adding single or multiple accessory proteins and was driven mainly by increased T template •G primer mispairs. Evidence was found for many additional sites where the accessory proteins influence fidelity, indicating the generality of the effect. Thus, accessory proteins contribute to the site-specific variability in mutation rates characteristically seen in mutational spectra.
T HE first mutational spectrum (Benzer 1961 ) revealed mutation-reporter system was usually the reversion of rII mutations. Taken together (Drake and Ripley 1983 , strikingly different mutabilities of sites within a gene, 1994; Sinha and Goodman 1983), these studies reand specific transition mutation rates were soon obported small mutator effects from mutations in genes served to vary vastly across sites (Salts and Ronen 1971). 32, 44, 45 , and 62, whereas mutations in gene 43 (which When a mutation-reporter sequence was copied by difencodes gp43, the DNA polymerase/proofreading exoferent DNA polymerases, site-specific mutabilities varied nuclease itself) could produce huge mutator factors. both in vitro (Kunkel 1985a,b; Kunkel and Alexander It remains unclear whether the small mutator effects 1986) and in vivo (Dressman et al. 1997) .
resulted simply from diminished protein function or The contributions of polymerase accessory proteins to from a modified function that would not have been the accuracy of DNA synthesis have also been explored, seen had it been possible to test null mutations. Some both in vivo and in vitro. Because null mutations were Escherichia coli SSB mutants also displayed mutator almost always lethal, studies in vivo focused on condiactivities, although these may have been mediated by tional-lethal mutations using temperature-sensitive muthe SOS system (Meyer and Laine 1990) . In Saccharotants at semipermissive temperatures or amber mutants myces cerevisiae, mutator mutations were found in POL30 suppressed by the insertion of non-wild-type amino acids.
(which encodes a gp45-like clamp) and in CDC44 (which The bacteriophage T4 accessory proteins (Nossal 1994) encodes a gp44/62-like clamp loader). While many of are gp32 (the single-strand DNA-binding or SSB prothese mutations seemed to act by impairing DNA mistein), gp45 (the canonical circular processivity clamp), match repair rather than DNA synthesis itself, some and gp44/62 (the complex that loads gp45 onto DNA);
POL30 mutators may act more directly to enhance deleencoded by genes 32, 45, 44 , and 62, respectively. The tion or base substitution mutagenesis (Chen et al. 1999 and references therein).
Pol ␣ copying a lacZ␣ reporter sequence was not improved others, particularly those arising as G•G. Rates of singlebase deletions in short repeats were unaffected, but by RF-A (a complex SSB analog; Kunkel et al. 1991) . The fidelity of a Thermus thermophilus polymerase was increased larger deletions were strongly prevented by the accessory proteins. In a similar study of mammalian mitoslightly by a cognate SSB (Perales et al. 2003) . The E. coli processivity clamp had little effect on Pol III in a single chondrial Pol ␥, adding its processivity subunit increased rates for most kinds of base mispairs and base context in a primer-extension assay, increasing fidelity twofold for one mispair and decreasing it 1.5-fold and additions and deletions but reduced rates for a few others (Longley et al. 2001) . twofold for two other mispairs (Bloom et al. 1997) , and had no effect on the average fidelity of the lesion-bypass At this point, the impacts of SSBs and processivity clamps on fidelity presented an inconsistent picture, polymerase Pol IV in a lacZ␣ assay (Kobayashi et al. 2002) . The fidelity of yeast Pol ␦ for a T•G mispair in with both increases and decreases and hints of basespecific differences. The hypothesis that processivity a single context in a primer-extension assay was unaffected by the processivity factor (Chen et al. 2000) . The clamps might increase mutation rates by improving the extension of primer strands terminating in mispairs was fidelity of a mammalian mitochondrial Pol ␥ was enhanced by an order of magnitude in a single context in provocative and was supported in some sequence contexts but not others. A possible determinant of such a primer-extension assay (Johnson and Johnson 2001) but was reduced at many sites in a mutation-spectrum complexity then emerged in a study using the gp43 of phage RB69, a relative of phage T4. Several gp43 analysis (Longley et al. 2001 and see below) . The fidelity of a herpes simplex virus polymerase was enhanced a derivatives were used that displayed sharply increased mutation rates because of a defect in proofreading, an few fold by its processivity factor UL42 in a single context in a primer-extension assay (Chaudhuri et al. 2003) .
alteration of a residue at the polymerase site, or both. Spectra were obtained in vitro with the lacZ␣ reporter In contrast to these results, the frequency with which mammalian Pol ␦ generated G template •T primer mispairs was either using a gp43 alone or with gp32 and gp45 (plus the gp44/62 clamp loader complex; Bebenek et al. 2002) . enhanced ‫-72ف‬fold in a primer-extension assay by the processivity clamp (Mozzherin et al. 1996) and the freWith roughly similar numbers of lacZ␣ mutations for each polymerase, roughly five sites per polymerase showed sigquencies of all three possible mispairs with G were enhanced from slightly to a few fold with both Pol ␦ and nificantly different numbers of mutations in the presence vs. the absence of accessory proteins. This result its proofreading-deficient mutant encoded by pol3-01 (Hashimoto et al. 2003) .
suggested that these accessory proteins produce sitespecific impacts on fidelity, but it remained unclear how Just as forward-mutation assays coupled with sequencing often provide different insights than do reversion many sites might be affected altogether and whether the impacts were driven by gp32, gp45, or both. To extests, the lacZ␣ system soon began to reveal a picture even more complicated than that sketched above. The amine these issues, we have now generated much more extensive mutational spectra for one of these polymerphage T7 DNA polymerase uses a tightly bound host protein, thioredoxin, as a processivity factor. While thiases in four combinations of accessory proteins: none, gp32 alone, gp45/44/62, and both SSB and processivity oredoxin strongly increased accuracy for base addition mutations, it decreased accuracy about threefold for baseclamp. substitution errors and severalfold for deletions of one or two bases, suggesting that certain mutational interme-MATERIALS AND METHODS diates might be produced in the absence of thioredoxin but then poorly extended and eventually lost (Kunkel RB69 DNA polymerases and accessory proteins: Starting from an overproducing plasmid (Bebenek et al. 2001 ), RB69 et al. 1994 . On the other hand, when E. coli Pol III was gp43 Y567A D222A D327A (Pol M Exo Ϫ ) was purified as for T4
examined in vitro using a lacI forward-mutation system, gp43 (Kadyrov and , estimating the gp43 conthe mutation rate (with 1 mm dNTPs) was about threecentration using an A 280 extinction coefficient of 135,800. T4
fold lower with the complex holoenzyme that also congp32, which supports RB69 DNA replication (Borjac 1997), tains the processivity clamp than with the catalytic ␣-sub- pact of any such mutations must be small or nil in the present case because of the high mutation frequencies produced by the double-mutator gp43, and because C →
RESULTS
T mutations are Յ10% of all mutations (average 5.5%) and G → T mutations are Յ3% of all mutations (average RB69 gp43 drives T4 DNA replication in vivo effi-1.1%). Statistical testing for differences between "old" ciently and with the same high fidelity as does T4 gp43
and "new" entries revealed several instances in which (Dressman et al. 1997) . For generating mutational specreplicate experiments produced somewhat different tra, we used a double-mutator version of RB69 gp43 (Pol M fractions of particular kinds of mutations at P Ͻ 0.05. Exo Ϫ ) containing the replacement Y567A at the polyFor mutants from reactions with no accessory proteins, merase site, which sharply reduces the fidelity of inthey were the entries for G → A (old vs. new rates of corporation, and the replacements D222A and D327A, 58 vs. 38 per 10 4 , respectively), T → C (39 vs. 85), and which completely inactivate the proofreading exonu-G → T (2 vs. 13); from reactions with gp32, they were clease (Bebenek et al. 2001 (Bebenek et al. , 2002 . This gp43 was chosen the entries for G → A (33 vs. 62) and T → C (171 vs. 108); over either single-mutator version because it previously and from reactions with gp45, they were the entries for displayed somewhat more and somewhat stronger im-C → T (30 vs. 9) and ϪG (Յ1.4 and 11). In each case, pacts on site-specific mutabilities by accessory proteins.
the number of such differences expected from samThe wild-type polymerase cannot be used with the lacZ␣ pling variations alone was ‫.4.0ف‬ Thus, of the seven difsystem because its fidelity is too high to produce a signal ferences, roughly six may represent unrecognized difagainst the high background of spontaneous mutations ferences in either purification procedures or reaction in phage M13 (Drake 1991; Bebenek et al. 2002) .
conditions. Because the numbers of differences with no Frequencies and kinds of mutations: Our mutational accessory proteins, with gp32 Ϯ gp44/62, and with all analyses in vitro used the lacZ␣ system, in which gapfour accessory proteins were similar (3, 2, and 2, respecfilling synthesis of a mutation-reporter sequence can be tively), it is possible that the presence of gp44/62 in the conducted with or without accessory proteins, in marked old reactions with gp32 reflects unrecognized variables. contrast to DNA replication in vivo. Mutants of indepenHowever, gp44/62 binds better to single-stranded DNA dent origin were collected in the Pol M Exo Ϫ background coated with gp32, thus increasing the ability of gp44/62 in the presence of four different combinations of accesto compete with gp43 in binding to the 3Ј end of the sory proteins: none, gp32 (either alone or in the presprimer strand (e.g., Capson et al. 1991) , although this ence of gp44/62), gp45 plus gp44/62, or gp32/45/44/62. effect seems unlikely to affect fidelity in the present The mutation frequencies, rates, and kinds were obreactions. tained both from a previous study (Bebenek et al. 2002) In all reactions summarized in Table 2 , the large maand from subsequent reactions. (The gp32/44/62 perjority of mutations were transitions (predominantly G → mutation was performed at the same time as the previ-A and T → C), transversions were usually dominated ous study in the context of a now-discarded hypothesis, by T → A and T → G, and single-base deletions outnumbered single-base additions. Because this mutator polybut was not described in that study.) Mutation frequen- a Triple entries record two experiments followed by their total. The first values for no and for all four accessory proteins are from the previous study (Bebenek et al. 2002) .
b Correction factor for mutants with no mutation in lacZ␣ and for mutants with more than one detectable mutation.
c Mutation frequency (MF) ϭ (mutants)(correction factor)/(total plaques). The values from the previous collection (Bebenek et al. 2002) for no and for all four accessory proteins have changed minutely (from 164 and 247, respectively) due to small corrections. merase produces few deletions larger than a single base, tants in most other classes are small and their rate variations may represent only sampling variations. it is impossible to ascertain whether the accessory proteins restrained deletion mutagenesis, as was observed Mutational spectra: All of the mutations are listed in Table 3 except those classified as undetectable (Bebein a study using entirely T4 proteins (Kroutil et al. 1998 ). A statistical analysis was then performed to detect nek and Kunkel 1995; Bebenek et al. 2002) , which are typically observed as hitchhikers in mutants that also variations in the frequencies of kinds of mutations across accessory-protein configurations. Of the 20 kinds of mucontain a detectable mutation. In this study, we were interested in the impacts of tations in Table 2 , 7 varied across accessory-protein configuration with P Ͻ 0.05, whereas only 0.8 were expected accessory proteins on frequencies of specific kinds of mutations at specific sites. We observed nine site-specific to vary by sampling variations alone. The ratios of (maximum frequency)/(minimum frequency) across all acdifferences (at P Ͻ 0.10) between the gp32 spectra with (32 ϩ ) and without (32 Ϫ ) gp44/62: T → G at position cessory-protein combinations for 2 of these (G → A and T → C) were only 1.6-fold and were also associated with Ϫ7; T → C at 61, 73, and 87; G → A at 88 and 89; T → C at 139; and G → A at 148 and 149, with the difference mutations at sites for which there was variation between replicate experiments. In 5 infrequent kinds of mutaat position 88 being especially strong. Sampling alone could have generated 2.5 differences at P Յ 0.10, so tions (G → T, A → T, T → G, ϪG, and ϩA) the ratios were 3.6-to 8-fold (with two Ն7-fold); with reference ‫5.6ف‬ of the differences were likely to have been the result either of an unexpected impact of the gp44/62 to the no-accessory-protein value, 3 of these represented reductions, 1 represented an increase, and 1 repreclamp loader or of undefined experimental differences. However, the impact of gp44/62 in the absence of gp32 sented a mixed response to accessory proteins.
The impact of accessory proteins on rates of specific and gp45 was not investigated. To concentrate on the central issue of the extent of influence of gp32 and kinds of mutations can be ascertained from the mutation-frequency (MF) columns of Table 2 . Compared to gp45 on fidelity, we then merged the two gp32 spectra for subsequent analyses. the rates with no accessory proteins, the G → A transition rate is ‫%64ف‬ higher with gp45 and the T → C When the total number of mutations at a site is small, even a substantial accessory-protein impact may be imtransition rate is more than doubled by any combination of accessory proteins. The only other marked change possible to validate statistically. Therefore, we gathered all sites from Table 3 at which either at least five mutais the T → G transversion rate, which is increased on average 8.5-fold (range 5.5-to 13-fold) by the three tions appeared in at least one of the four spectra or the distribution of mutations was nonrandom with P Ͻ 0.10 combinations of accessory proteins. Despite the large numbers of mutants sequenced, the numbers of muacross the four accessory-protein configurations. These Most Old entries are from Bebenek et al. (2002) . The New entries are from more recent reaction experiments, Total is the sum of the Old and New values, and MF is the mutation frequency ϫ 10 4 for the Total column (the product of the pooled MF values from Table 1 times the fraction of mutations of each type). Note, however, that the Old gp32 entries are from reactions performed in the presence of gp44/62 while the New gp32 entries are from reactions with gp32 alone. The Other mutations include complex mutations and indels (mostly deletions) of Ն2 nucleotides and were not included in the spectral analyses. "Յ" values are as if 1 mutation had been observed. Numbers in italics are subtotals.
are displayed in Table 4 together with indicators for nificant variation across accessory-protein configurations could be observed. both 0.05 Ͻ P Ͻ 0.10 and P Յ 0.05.
In Table 4 , P Ͻ 0.10 for 25 entries (P Յ 0.05 for 15 The 11 of 25 entries probably generated by sampling variations alone render more detailed analysis difficult. entries). The number expected from sampling variations alone was 11/25. In the previous study (Bebenek Putting this uncertainty aside, the largest class of responses comprises the 13 instances in which all three et al. 2002), P Յ 0.10 in seven instances, of which only two were expected from sampling variations. Thus, the combinations of accessory proteins resulted in fewer mutations than predicted by the number of mutations expanded collection of mutations revealed 25 Ϫ 11 ϭ 14 valid entries vs. the previous 7 Ϫ 2 ϭ 5. However, the in the no-accessory-protein reactions (G → A at Ϫ68, T → A at Ϫ58, ϩT at Ϫ(29-27), ϪG at 69, G → A at increased resolving power came at a price: the predicted proportions of valid identifications fell from 5/7 to 14/ 84, T → A at 87, G → C and G → T at 88, G → A at 90, G → T at 102, C → T at 106, C → T at 108, and ϩC 25. (The expanded study reidentified five out of the seven previously identified candidate sites, namely Ϫ68, 87, at 132-136). In contrast, there were only two entries (T → C at 87 and T → C at 183) in which all accessory-89, 118, and 183.) Table 4 also illustrates a similar number of well-populated sites at which no statistically sigprotein combinations increased the mutation frequency creased mutation frequencies by close to 1.56-fold (Table 1). (In the lacZ␣ system, frequencies can be conSequence context of sites displaying mutation rates verted to rates by the factor 1/0.6 if desired.) Because subject to modulation by accessory proteins TA G → A and T → C transitions together compose 63-72% of the mutations produced by this mutator gp43, most addition, the only two T → C sites highlighted in Table   89 TGACTGGGAAAAC ϪG 6 9 GCCGTCGTTTTAC 4 both show increased mutation frequencies in the pres- and ϪT were also increased, by ‫-9ف‬fold and ‫-2ف‬fold,
respectively. The impact on total frequencies from in-106 GCGTTACCCAACT creases in these mutations was negligible in our spectra 108 GTTACCCAACTTA because of their low initial proportions, but could be
large in other spectra if they were more common. The joint impact of gp32 and gp45 on average muta-
The sites are those from Table 4 at which effects were obtion frequencies was determined previously for the two served at P Յ 0.1 and include ‫11ف‬ sites detected from sampling single-mutator polymerases and was either negligible or variation alone and also 5 sites (Ϫ68, 87, 89, 118, and 183) detected previously (Bebenek et al. 2002) and confirmed here.
small (Bebenek et al. 2002) . The ratios (with accessory proteins)/(without accessory proteins) for total mutation frequencies and for frequencies adjusted for the extent to which only gp32 or only gp45 (plus gp44/62) (somewhat uncertain) lacZ␣ backgrounds were 0.89 and affected mutation frequencies. Patterns consistent with 1.07 for Pol ϩ Exo Ϫ and were 1.27 and 1.41 for Pol M Exo ϩ . the former were infrequent (at sites 90 and 118) or missThus, the impacts of the accessory proteins on average ing. The pattern at site 183 was that expected if both mutation rates depend not only on specific sites but proteins were needed for any effect. The patterns at 11 also on the polymerase itself. other sites were mixed in a manner that suggested antagWe have confirmed our earlier observation that the onistic impacts. However, these assignments are blurred accessory proteins produce discernible effects in both by the fact that ‫%44ف‬ of the statistically highlighted directions on mutation frequencies at specific sites, and entries were probably simple sampling accidents.
we have substantially enlarged the number of sites at Finally, we attempted to determine whether the sites which the impact was detected (from 5 to ‫.)41ف‬ Howat which fidelity was differentially affected by accessory ever, the cost of enlargement was an increase in the proteins exhibited common sequence contexts. The 25 fraction of highlighted sites, from 2/7 to 11/25, at which sites highlighted in Table 4 , probably comprising 14 the effect could be attributed to sampling variations real sites plus 11 false positives, are gathered together alone. At many of the highlighted sites, changes were in Table 5 by kind of mutation and with the six flanking produced by either gp32 or gp45 alone to about the residues on either side. Visual screening reveals no sesame extent as by both together, but sampling uncerquence characteristics among these sites. Further analytainties prevented us from specifying sites at which only sis was not attempted because of the small and uncertain gp32 or only gp45 affected fidelity or at which they exsample.
hibited additive or antagonistic effects. The major conclusion to be drawn from the present enlargement of the spectra is that continued sampling would produce DISCUSSION still more net sites at which the accessory proteins affect fidelity. For instance, T → C mutation frequencies were Impacts of accessory proteins on fidelity: Overall, each of the three combinations of accessory proteins inby far the main component in the general increase of 1.56-fold in total mutation frequencies by all three of formation of G template •T primer mispairs by 180-fold (the reverse configuration being untested) but decreased excombinations of accessory proteins, yet only 2 sites were highlighted statistically (both showing increases). Howtension from the T template •G primer mispair by Ͼ30-fold, at least in a single sequence context (Bebenek et al. 2001) . ever, of the 29 sites at which T → C mutations were observed, 21 showed increases for the average of the
The balance between such kinetic factors is one measure of fidelity and is worthy of investigation using more three accessory-protein combinations compared to the value with no accessory proteins, while 3 showed no extensive and more complex kinetic methods in a variety of sequence contexts. change and only 5 showed a decrease. Although only 2 of the 21 were highlighted statistically, probably most At the evolutionary level, one should consider the selective forces acting on gp43. Fidelity is one compoof the other 19 would be highlighted in a sufficiently massive study. In contrast, several of the sites in Table 4 nent, but the universal genomic mutation rate independent of genome size for DNA-based microbes (Drake that were not statistically highlighted contain numerous mutations in proportions closely similar to those of total 1991; Dressman et al. 1997; Grogan et al. 2001) sets limits on the extent to which organisms will invest remutants. Thus, there are sites at which the impact of accessory proteins on fidelity is at most quite small. sources to evolve ever-lower mutation rates, and mutation rates in T4 are determined primarily by gp43 A qualifier to these conclusions is that the RB69 Pol M Exo Ϫ gp43 differs from the cognate wild-type enzyme (Drake and Ripley 1994) . Velocity of replication is another component, and multiple origins of replicain being deficient both in the accuracy of base insertion and in proofreading. The mutant gp43 is strongly biased tion and the processivity clamp both contribute to rapid DNA replication. Other DNA transactions, such as the toward the production of transitions in vitro via G•T and T•G mispairs (Bebenek et al. 2002) , whereas the resolution of recombinational intermediates and interactions between replication and transcription machinerwild-type enzyme produces twice as many transversions as transitions in vivo (Bebenek et al. 2001) . Within the ies, must also lay constraints on the evolution of gp43 function. Finally, mutation rates vary hugely from site limits imposed by sample sizes, the kinds of mutations arising at sites affected by accessory proteins tended to to site in this as in all mutational spectra, necessarily as a function of local DNA sequences. Thus, evolution will reflect these specificities for all three mutant enzymes, and the Pol M Exo Ϫ gp43 affected transitions almost extend to optimize the impacts of accessory proteins on fidelity while at the same time tending to optimize at clusively (Bebenek et al. 2002 and this report) . Therefore, using this gp43 alone, it is impossible to learn least the factors just noted, including a vast number of local DNA sequences. It is impossible that the pointmuch more about the site specificity of the impact of accessory proteins on transversions and insertions/deleto-point balance that we measure as fidelity should be the same for all the sequences. Thus, it was likely from tions (indels) except for the already noted increases in frequencies of T → G and ϪT. In addition, because the start that different impacts, extending to both increases and decreases in fidelity, would be observed. the high background of the assay system prevents the detection of mutations produced by the wild-type enIn this context, two interesting questions arise. First, does a replicase coevolve with its cognate genome to zyme, it is a formal possibility that impacts occur only with enzymes with the Y567A polymerase or the D222A minimize such variation? Because the lacZ␣ template is not a cognate sequence for RB69 gp43, lacZ␣ may dis-D327A proofreading exonuclease defects.
Mechanisms: The mechanistic basis of these results play more site-to-site variation of the kind studied here than would be observed with a template such as the can be considered at two levels, the enzymological and the evolutionary. At the enzymological level, the modest T4 rI gene (Bebenek et al. 2001 ) might There are clear-cut differences (as well as similarities) between the kinds of mutations produced in vivo (Beberesult from an increase in the formation of mispairs and misalignments, a decrease in the efficiency of proofnek et al. 2001) and in vitro (Bebenek et al. 2002) , implying either the operation in vivo of fidelity factors yet reading, or an increase in the efficiency of extensions from mispairs and misalignments. In the present case to be discovered or important physiological differences such as molecular crowding. the proofreading function is disabled and cannot contribute catalytically, but kinetic partitioning between the We thank Lu-Shu Yeh and Jim Karam of Tulane University for the Pol and Exo sites may nevertheless be modulated by the gift of RB69 gp45 and gp44/62 and Kasia Bebenek and Matt Longley for critical comments on the manuscript. accessory proteins in a manner affecting extension from mispairs. As summarized in the Introduction, the available information about insertion fidelities as a function of gp43 accessory proteins is limited, directing attention LITERATURE CITED instead to their ability to promote the extension of misBebenek, K., and T. A. Kunkel, 1995 tator (with no accessory proteins) increased the rate
